In Senatorial Race

and national politics. Related his views on current local pit last Monday in a final campaign McCarthy Aids Pell 968 presidential race, McCarthy of the Senate's power in this area. CIA and Pentagon are determining McCarthy subtly implied that the McCarthy attributed it to a deep lack in the world. He interjected the familiar concept that U.S. is a superior wishing to be seen as an in- energies more than halfway, adage "my country right or wrong".

McCarthy assured the students when asked to comment on the Nixon Administration. McCarthy, said, yet fails to gain the support of his "shells.

Politics and Senate When asked to clarify a recently published statement, McCarthy noted, is saying "life is more than coaching football; you must be intelligent enough to understand it, but not too intelligent to lose interest in it." McCarthy then returned to his original purpose at speaking of P.C. when the issue of Pell's attendance in the Senate was raised. He concluded that a record of 85%.

The results of student political leanings and attitudes conducted on the Providence College campus during the period October 27-31 disclosed that P.C. students support Pell over Chafee by 54% to 29%, and Nixon over DeSalle by 49% to 34% in the Rhode Island Senatorial, respectively.

The Candidates themselves, and their predecessors began. They are as much active support as possible. The Mobilization Committee which has won the support of the Rhode Island electorate, students support in any previous campaign issues of 1972 was 29%. Nixon's only victory was in the area of International Relations (45%), and Pollution (45% to 27%), and Welfare Programs (52% to 34%).

Nixon Administration

War and world politics take on a new dimension since McCarthy is a barefoot liberal president. McCarthy believes that Americans accept the unorthodox practices of politicians while adhering to the concept that U.S. is a superior nation with good intentions and an unquestionable mission to fight the world. He interjected the familiar adage, "my country right or wrong.

McCarthy also felt that Nixon is correct. McCarthy feels that the country has been misled, as this is the first time the whole student body is going to meet as a whole. The Mobilization Committee was to "more effectively communicate the lifestyle of the PC community. It is a fact that there exists a communication gap between the Carolan Club and the rest of the student body. While it was on hand and it was pointed out that the Mobilization Committee could be a very effective instrument with which to deal with this gap. The hope is that this committee will get the word out to the students and the club will be fighting for, alive among the students. For this big task it is with the help of the faculty. Resident Assistant Committee which seek support and insight from the students who have an administrative responsibility: Alumni Student Committee which will seek support and insight from the students regarding their opinions regarding student life; Intercollegiate Cooperation Committee to check with other schools regarding their policies.

Dr. Larms addresses Alpha Epsilon Delta Society Members

On Thursday evening, November 5, the Alpha Epsilon Delta Society assembled in the Physics Building with 80 students who are affiliated with the Child Development Center of R.I. as well as with the Film Committee.

Dr. Larms' lecture was controlled by medical staff. She presented a gallery of genetic diseases. The center eases upon employment of only twenty-five percent, as nurses, social workers, educators, a psychologist, and a psychiatrist. The doctor stressed the importance of the social workers and the medical staff. She noted that a number of students have physical defects and because of them they are "born handicapped."

The topic of his talk was pre-natal diagnosis. Although the doctors at the center are all determined, it is the responsibility of the doctors to preserve the health of children who possess these genetic diseases. The center presently employs not only twenty-five percent of the staff. The chairman of the center was appointed Dr. Larms.

Dr. Larms addressed the September issue of the American Journal of Human Genetics, a clinic which is responsible for the health of children who posses these genetic diseases. The center presently employs not only twenty-five percent.

On the following day, October 26, the Alpha Epsilon Delta Society presented an award to the outstanding freshman Biology major of last year. Eighty students were present, and the winner was nominated Dr. Larms.

Students Favor McGovern Over Nixon

by Tim Hanan

The first meeting of the newly organized Student Mobilization Committee was held on Wed- nesday afternoon, November 1. Phil Russo, Vice-President of the Carolan Club, said that this was the main reason for initiating this new organization and expounded on the hopes he had for it.

Phil stated that the main objective of the Student Mobilization Committee was to "more effectively determine the lifestyle of the P.C. student." He observed that the apparent apathy prevalent on this campus is due primarily to the "complete frustration" which students feel in their previous encounters with the administration.

He went on to say that this frustration is because of the lack of support. It is a fact that there exists a communication gap between the Carolan Club and the rest of the student body. While it was on hand and it was pointed out that the Mobilization Committee could be a very effective instrument with which to deal with this gap. The hope is that this committee will get the word out to the students and the club will be fighting for, alive among the students. For this big task it is with the help of the faculty. Resident Assistant Committee which seek support and insight from the students who have an administrative responsibility: Alumni Student Committee which will seek support and insight from the students regarding their opinions regarding student life; Intercollegiate Cooperation Committee to check with other schools regarding their policies.
**COMING SOON**
the east side's newest and smartest shop
FOR JEANS and all that matches for boys (and girls, too!)
NAME THE STORE CONTEST
win $50.00 in merchandise!
Contest expires Wednesday, November 15, 1972.

MY CHOICE OF STORE NAME IS:

Clip and Mail to:
Store Contest
225 Thayer Street
Providence, R.I. 02906
DO IT NOW!

---

**Steak & Brew**
IN NORTH PROVIDENCE
The Greatest Eating & Drinking Public House Ever!
1195 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Branch Ave. Exit of Rts. 85 or 146
OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER

**ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN MAKE**
Help yourself from our huge Salad Carousel™ tables to a mountain of fresh, crisp, mixed green salad. Garnish with bacon bits, cheese, croutons, onions, chopped olives, then ladle on your favorite dressing.

**plus a BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK**
$4.85 12 oz. All for just $5.75 16 oz.
FRESHLY GROUND CHOPPED BEEF STEAK 3.25
TERIYAKI BONELESS CHICKEN BREAST 3.50
SLICED SIRLOIN STEAK 3.75
BARBECUED SPARE RIBS 4.25
BEEF STROGANOFF WITH RICE 4.50
ROAST PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 4.95
FILET MIGNON 5.75
STEAK & LOBSTER TAIL 6.85
LOBSTER TAILS 6.85

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE BEER OR RED WINE

**MONDAY & TUESDAY ARE PARTY NIGHTS AT EVERY STEAK & BREW**

**MON**
OUR REGULAR 54.95 12 OZ.
BONELESS SIRLOIN IS $3.75

**TUES**
ALL YOU PAY FOR OUR REGULAR 54.95
ROAST PRIME RIBS IS $3.75

- An intimate old English Pub, in an atmosphere of deep, rich woods, pewter tankards, kegs and antiques.
- Junior portions for children with all the beer they can drink.
- Plus a cocktail lounge and all kinds of drinks.
- Sport jacket or blue jeans—you're always comfortable at Steak & Brew.
- Open for lunchtime 11:30 am. Sunday from 1 pm.
- Facilities available for private parties. Telephone (401) EJ-3-3200

Steak & Brew
Also in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, Virginia and Maryland

---

**EARN WHILE YOU LEARN**
Investigate NML'S College Internship

The AVERAGE earnings of all first year NML Representatives in 1971 was $10,554.

Many earned substantially more.

We will interview Juniors and Seniors only. Positions for qualified part-timers immediately available.

Call Placement Office for interview
November 14th
or Call Gail at - 331-8300

**NORTHWESTERN**
— The Quiet Company
CONGRESS DEBATES

Enlargement

Bill Donnarski
Dan Lebron

The Student Congress last week concerned itself first with some frivolous business, then attacked the most volatile issue of the college campus. Dispensing with minutia and old business quickly, the Congress faced the question of enlarging the Congress to include two more representatives from each class, or to keep the Congress at its present level. The arguments for and against the idea were straight forward and simple enough.

If the Congress were enlarged to include eight more members, then representation would be increased, therefore rendering the Congress more effective. The opposing position argued that the Congress works well under the present set up, and the adding of new members would make the Congress more cumbersome to operate, thereby lessening its effectiveness. The enlargement idea was voted down and the Congress will remain at its present size.

A resolution was introduced which stated: We, the Student Congress, as a body do support the action by the administrative committee of P.C. representatives by their respective dorm councils in their effort to achieve an equitable life style on this campus.

The bill's intent was blatant enough. With the girls' acknowledged grievances, the support of the Student Congress was deemed necessary to show the support that the campus does have for the girls. No one in the Congress questioned the validity of the grievances on the part of the girls, the result of this the resolution was passed easily.

Ed Kelly at this point exercised his right of veto on this resolution. He said his intention for the Congress to reintroduce the same resolution after the second introduction there would follow more needed discussion on the resolution, which was cut short before by the abrupt passage of the resolution.

The disinterested Congressmen held that the bill, in the way that it was worded, would be giving full Congress approval to any action that the girls might take in their effort to achieve an equitable life style. A blanket endorsement is what the resolution was calling for. It was not the support that was questioned, but rather the total support for something not yet defined. The disinterested were gripped with the thought of getting caught while holding the bag.

After the resolution was introduced a second discussion ensued, and a vote was taken. The Congress decided that it would support the actions taken by the girls in their search for an equitable life style. So it goes.

Think you'd like to try a "Blue Chip" career?

Why not talk to those who know all about it? The Blue Chip people at Connecticut Mutual Life.

We can tell you it offers a lot that's hard to find anywhere else these days. Wide open opportunities to go as high as your abilities and efforts can take you ... the freedom to choose your own territory and clientele ... the satisfaction of performing a worthwhile service for others. If all this sounds good to you, we'd like to talk with you about the opportunities our unique Sales Development Program can offer for young men and women. And we'll be frank about the pitfalls, too.

Why not ask your placement office to arrange an interview with:

Henry M. Cooper, C.L.U.
November 21, 1972

Connecticut Mutual Life

THE LIBRARY

Route 7 — Douglas Pike

SMITHFIELD, RHODE ISLAND

2 min. from BRYANT

Every Mon.: Mugs - 25¢, Pitchers 1.50

Every Tues.: OLDE'S BUT GOODIES NITE

with Ray Brown of WGNR

ey every Wed.: MUGS NITE

drinks, 1/2 price for ladies

Every Thurs.: HAPPY HOUR

al drinks 1/2 price 7-9.

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

featuring PUFF

owned and operated by:

Tom Curran '62 and John Moran '63

proper dress required.
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Welcome to Providence College. We are very happy to say that Providence College is indeed unique among American colleges. Over the years the students have worked towards and achieved decisions and discussions which represent the college too and they are in discussion at certain times. They were told, in effect, "You have accepted into Providence College because we have faith in your abilities. Now we are giving you the right that you deserve as adults, in this state, to know what you decide. We do not feel that this is the way you should be treated. We have had our chance and this is what we chose, how it's your turn." They also told the students that they would be responsible for everything in the dormitories. It was to have the chance to live and in concert.

THE JAZZ-rock group:

CHASE Saturday, 11 November, 3:00 p.m.
Alumni Hall $3.00 for P.C. Students Tickets may be obtained at the Student Affairs Office.

WDOM Plans Big Changes

Beginning Monday November 13, WDOM will change its music format. The station currently programs progressive or underground rock music with some "specialty" shows featuring Jazz, Classical, Oldies, and Soul. These "specialty" shows will stay, but starting Monday, WDOM will begin programming music with a more popular appeal. Heavy emphasis will still be given to new bands and cuts, but new "singles" and olds will also be programmed. WDOM's announcers will also be encouraged to talk more frequently. Sports scores, weather, new headlines, events on campus and around town, will all be a part of this new format.

Kirk Bozigian, station manager, explained why WDOM was making this change. "For the past three years WDOM has been trying to compete with the larger FM stations in the Providence area. We were not promoting anything new, exciting or different, and as a result we have had to cater to a more limited group of new listeners. This new format will help to bring our listening audience back. Now, WDOM will include both groups.'"

In this week's issue of the Cowl, an article appeared by Allan Baker dealing with black-white conflict here on the Providence College campus. Mr. Baker has been trying for bringing many of the problems blacks have had here on campus to our attention. This year, these problems have been made by blacks in dormitories, and not because of incidents of racial friction. It is the greatest gain of all is the fact that the Providence College Student Congress has been able to include an African-American voting member, the president of the Afro-American Society. However, according to Mr. Baker, there are still other areas where we can make improvements. One of these areas is WDOM. It is Mr. Baker's opinion that WDOM does "probably need to reach and enhance the need for social change in our in certain aspects now. WDOM has been trying to influence the students of the society here at PC. It has not been an easy job and we are still working on changing the current WDOM."

Mr. Baker says, "He would like to see all college stations play a role in our future, where students get to engage in intelligent conversation concerning race relations here on campus." This is an excellent idea and it is highly regrettable that it has not been done before because no one from the Afro-American Society has ever expressed any interest in doing such a show. I would like to use this opportunity to invite Mr. Baker to come down and see us."

The Board of Governors of the College Union presents.

FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS: NOVEMBER

Nov. 8 (tonight) "Public Lecture by Dr. Khairi" Multi-Purpose Room, 8 p.m.
Nov. 14 Poetry Reading — Rose Ellen Brown Union Gallery 217, 2:30 p.m.
Nov. 12 Opening of one man art show Paul Domingue, Union 217, 2 p.m.
Champagne Reception
Nov. 13 WDOM 75th Anniversary Mix-R (co-sponsored with Social Committee)
Prizes for best dressed and dancers 8 - 12 Alumni Cafe, Bees 30c, 6 for $1.50
Nov. 18 The Dokla-Ukrainian Folk Dance Troupe 8 p.m. Palace Theatre. Sign up for tickets at Student Affairs, $3.25 for $7.50 tickets.
Nov. 26 Feast of Saint Cecelia; Patron Saint of Music
THE EDITOR ADRIFT

Yesterday I received my mid-semester marks in that dispenser of all sorts of information, my Friar P.O. box. I received one D, one C, one C plus, one incomplete and one no mark. Not exactly the type of record necessary for admission into the top graduate school nor a place as the head of a large national firm like IBM or Xerox.

Word on President Congress office and to my surprise and also to the shock, Mark Granata, president of the Class of '74 is sitting in the Congress office typing out his resignation. One of the reasons cited was his failure in the academic arena during this academic year.

The point that I am trying to make is admittedly mixed up. I'm not looking for sympathy, for with efficient management of my time I could do all things and hopefully do them well. Mark has been one of the doers in this year's Congress. Along with several others, Mark has poured countless hours of preparation into this year's Ring weekend. He has been given several long articles for this newspaper concerning problems with the Director of Residence's control over procedure in Raymond Hall. Mark is typical of the support I have found this year of people willing to push for the responsible goals that we believe in but are constantly frustrated in our attempts to achieve them.

Owen Dolan, a close friend of mine, resigned from the Presidency of the Carolan Club two weeks ago citing the frustrations he was encountering in trying to build this club into the viable housing authority it wishes to be. One more case of frustration. He gets more of a reaction from the use of one word in a policy. This newspaper opposes that from all of the proposals and admittedly idealistic thoughts he expressed in that article. That kind of sounds like missing the forest for the trees.

This memo is admittedly pouring out and leaking from all over the place. My marks are my matter and I must accept the consequences of my actions. Of that I hold no fear. What I do fear is that with all of the frustration we all fear, as we strive for something and never get it, we will all drop out. Within the next few days I will probably receive a phone call from my parents expressing their disaste for my academic standing. And rightfully so. This newspaper opposes that from all of the proposals and admittedly idealistic thoughts he expressed in that article. That kind of sounds like missing the forest for the trees.

Providence College is trying to become a Christian College. Obviously, this is an idealistic goal which will be hard to achieve. What is needed is an alternative, one which is not the result of a reaction sought after goal. Needed to be asked, therefore, is: "What is blocking that achievement?"

Consistently in the past, the administration and the Corporation of Providence College has pointed finger at the students, condemning them for their naughtiness. Immutability/irresponsibility is pushed and used to be the reason that these two elements of PC have demanded a sign of student unity to allow progression. This attitude has led to the management's justified reason for action and college policy. Clearly, the Providence College Administration and Corporation have not shown trust and good faith. They have shown, through their actions, their own immaturity and irresponsibility.

A community to be a community, must have several abstract virtues operating at its base. The first of these must be unconditional love. One should not take this love because they agree with works that another does. At Providence College, the students, administration, Proctor, and alumni must not furthering this virtue. As the official leaders of the school, the administration has the responsibility to uphold and implement this virtue. They have not.

This memo is admittedly pouring out and leaking from all over the place. My marks are my matter and I must accept the consequences of my actions. Of that I hold no fear. What I do fear is that with all of the frustration we all fear, as we strive for something and never get it, we will all drop out. Within the next few days I will probably receive a phone call from my parents expressing their disaste for my academic standing. And rightfully so. This newspaper opposes that from all of the proposals and admittedly idealistic thoughts he expressed in that article. That kind of sounds like missing the forest for the trees.

Why Not Community?

Providence College is trying to become a Christian College. Obviously, this is an idealistic goal which will be hard to achieve. What is needed is an alternative, one which is not the result of a reaction sought after goal. Needed to be asked, therefore, is: "What is blocking that achievement?"

Consistently in the past, the administration and the Corporation of Providence College has pointed finger at the students, condemning them for their naughtiness. Immutability/irresponsibility is pushed and used to be the reason that these two elements of PC have demanded a sign of student unity to allow progression. This attitude has led to the management's justified reason for action and college policy. Clearly, the Providence College Administration and Corporation have not shown trust and good faith. They have shown, through their actions, their own immaturity and irresponsibility.

A community to be a community, must have several abstract virtues operating at its base. The first of these must be unconditional love. One should not take this love because they agree with works that another does. At Providence College, the students, administration, Proctor, and alumni must not furthering this virtue. As the official leaders of the school, the administration has the responsibility to uphold and implement this virtue. They have not.

This memo is admittedly pouring out and leaking from all over the place. My marks are my matter and I must accept the consequences of my actions. Of that I hold no fear. What I do fear is that with all of the frustration we all fear, as we strive for something and never get it, we will all drop out. Within the next few days I will probably receive a phone call from my parents expressing their disaste for my academic standing. And rightfully so. This newspaper opposes that from all of the proposals and admittedly idealistic thoughts he expressed in that article. That kind of sounds like missing the forest for the trees.

This memo is admittedly pouring out and leaking from all over the place. My marks are my matter and I must accept the consequences of my actions. Of that I hold no fear. What I do fear is that with all of the frustration we all fear, as we strive for something and never get it, we will all drop out. Within the next few days I will probably receive a phone call from my parents expressing their disaste for my academic standing. And rightfully so. This newspaper opposes that from all of the proposals and admittedly idealistic thoughts he expressed in that article. That kind of sounds like missing the forest for the trees.
Letters to the Editor...
Lack of Communication

Dear Editor,

I am writing this as a letter to you the Editor of the Cowl, one of the supposed voices of and for the students of Providence College.

On Thursday, October 19, Marvin Barnes although antagonized by one, Larry Ketvirtis, assaulted a member of the community of Providence College. Immediately although arrested by local police, the coach and administration decided to keep this matter hush-hush. It leaked Johannesburg local as well as other media. But what bothers the hell out of me is that the stories reported to both news media and students alike were so distorted no one knew what to believe.

Student Union or Student Casino?

by Kevin Pettit

The hand stamp came down and "They're off!" A glance across the union brings you a scene of jumping people shouting "Sixteen, No!" The big wheel clicked past twenty-six and forty-two hands and the friendship passed twenty-six.

The gaming rooms were everywhere. "All bets down!" Green felt, dice, reds and blacks mixed with cigarette smoke. With vests and visors dealers tried to make up the difference. The players in the audience were warned not be be distracted by irrelevant issues such as attendance, but instead should critically consider how the politician votes. More important, the public is encouraged to note which votes the politician missed and what he was doing at the time of the vote.

Military

On the topic of amnesty, McCarthy stated that his attitude has not changed since 1960, when he advocated that draft dodgers be allowed to return to the U.S. under the condition that they perform the same services required of conscientious objectors. Deserters however, are in a different category in McCarthy's opinion, and would not be handled the same as the dodger. McCarthy then proceeded to recognize the armed services as "the largest retailer in the country." He noted that of the 18 million military men 300,000 of them were black.

McCarthy con't.

in attendance was "a little high, he ought not to have been there that much. I doubt that college attendance is nearly that high," he surmised. Students in the audience were warned not be be distracted by irrelevant issues such as attendance, but instead should critically consider how the politician votes. More important, the public is encouraged to note which votes the politician missed and what he was doing at the time of the vote.
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in attendance was "a little high, he ought not to have been there that much. I doubt that college attendance is nearly that high," he surmised. Students in the audience were warned not be be distracted by irrelevant issues such as attendance, but instead should critically consider how the politician votes. More important, the public is encouraged to note which votes the politician missed and what he was doing at the time of the vote.

Military

On the topic of amnesty, McCarthy stated that his attitude has not changed since 1960, when he advocated that draft dodgers be allowed to return to the U.S. under the condition that they perform the same services required of conscientious objectors. Deserters however, are in a different category in McCarthy's opinion, and would not be handled the same as the dodger. McCarthy then proceeded to recognize the armed services as "the largest retailer in the country." He noted that of the 18 million military men 300,000 of them were black.
sports insight - the "in" on what's new and brewing on our campus

A number of announcements along with items of interest are listed in this week's column.

Providence College Elects Tournament Berths, have been consecutive ECAC post season sports insight - the "in" on what's new and brewing on our campus.

Providence College Elects Tournament Berths, have been consecutive ECAC post season

The selection of Murphy and Williamsons is a story of the Providence College's 1972-73 basketball team in practice take a look at freshman backcourters Tranghese in the athletic department in search of the leading scorer for the year?

The lack of a traffic jam on the floor of 118 there and it turned to ice. Guard Georges room cold side and in May we'll be able to fry eggs on the floor. The air conditioning in the library obviously has a personality of its own. I hear from sources that the ice in the rink is going to be on the ceiling.

The YEARBOOK also features the illustrations of the Providence Yearbook also features the illustrations of the Providence sports illustrated top 20. (1) Cornell (2) Clarkson (3) Ohio State (4) Long Beach State (5) North Carolina State (6) Penn State (7) Brigham Young (9) Maryland (5) Michigan (11) Southwest Louisiana. (12) Providence (13)

A pair of senior wingers who have been instrumental in helping Providence College gain a pair of consecutive ECAC post season tournament berths, have been elected co-captains as Friar's 1972-73 hockey team.

Presenting: Dear Uncle Jack...

Dear Uncle Jack: How can I get my second semester books without having to face the bookstore problem?

The Providence College hockey team opens its season on Nov. 28 in a road encounter against Merrimack. The Friar's home opener at Brown's Mehegan Auditorium is scheduled for Dec. 5 against powerful New Hampshire.

Providence College Elects 72-73 Hockey Co-Captains

A pair of senior wingers who have been instrumental in helping Providence College gain a pair of consecutive ECAC post season tournament berths, have been elected co-captains as Friar's 1972-73 hockey team.

A pair of senior wingers who have been instrumental in helping Providence College gain a pair of consecutive ECAC post season tournament berths, have been elected co-captains as Friar's 1972-73 hockey team.

Statistics don't tell his story. He can always be found on the ice when he left school and entered the military career which included a
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Ram Booters Top Friars 7 - 3  
Fordham at Home Closes Season

by Jan Penska

November 2nd was overcast and rain- ing, both for the day and the PC soccer forces. At Kingston, the Friars were challenging their toughest opposition of the season — the Rams of URI. Taking a clean 1-0 lead into the game, PC’s hopes were high for another win. Rhode, however, was the better team and were ultimately the deserving victors.

The final score only tells the story of the second half, as during first half action, both PC and URI were feeling each other out. The Soccer Friars were looking to get their second win in a row with a short passing game, but the Rams went on top with a 15 minute goal. Rhode forward Leif Knutsen scored on a 20 yard out from Teschner. A minute later, V. G. Parise put URI up 1:0 on a penalty kick he was awarded after being tripped in the crease.

The final score by the Friars to 1:0 was a penalty against URI, and Mike Sufiete took the shot. Approaching the ball, Mike faked the goalie to the right leaving the net wide open and the ball to the left. This goal at 18:15 tightened the score to 1:0 and fired PC up. Seven minutes later URI was flooding the PC zone and a flurry of shots were sent against the Friar defense. Madden and his boys killed that threat and cleared the area and cleared St Michael’s possession. Short passes upfield left Tim Gilbride to the right of the Ram net. Tim’s pass to Captain Jim March was on the mark and Jim netted the ball from in front of the goal. This goal at 26:25 evened the score.

Being used to their own field under all conditions, and it was slick. URI was getting to the ball a bit faster than the Friars, and their passes were clicking. Luis Carvalho, the Ram playmaker from Cape Verde, came up with a goal from close range at 30:20. He assisted on the play by Leif Knutsen. For the remainder of the 45 minute half there was no further scoring, but the pressure was on PC’s defense to keep the score down.

The second session saw two quick scores, one for each team. Lichtenstein scored at 4:15 for URI from Knutsen to set the Rams up 2:0. Two and a half minutes later, Emilio Mazzola scored for PC with a big assist from Carlos Lichtenstein. Carlos out-rap the Rhode defense before passing to Emilio on the doorstep.

A back and forth game resumed for the next 15 minutes, as the rain affected both teams. The players and the ball slipped and slid all over the field, normally URI’s advantage.

The Rams brought the Friars’ record to 0:1 and was a little disappointing, but “you can’t win them all.”

The day before Halloween was the date set for the postponed game with Bryant College at Hendriksen Field. The Friar quarterback, Brian Carey set a “Providence Steamrollers”

Mike Sufiete carries the ball against a Bryant defender.

Providence “Steamrollers” Move To Colonial Title Showdown

by Bob Phillips

The Providence College Friars inched closer to their second consecutive Colonial division title by nailing St. Michael’s 27-6 in a game played Sunday in Winooski, Vermont.

Senior running back Jay Sinatro led the Friar charge, scoring three touchdowns. Sal Gioello had the other Friar score.

After a scoreless first period, the Friars initiated the scoring early in the second stanza. Quarterback Brian Carey directed a 75 yard jaunt by sophomore running back Marist College — Sinatro 72 yd run (Joy kick)

The Friars scored again 5 1/2 minutes later on a head Providerce — Sinatro 72 yd run (Joy kick)

The final score by the Friars came once again from Sinatro, who seems to have a flair for the spectacular. Sinatro, back to punt, suddenly raced around end and gapped 72 yards for the touchdown. Joy’s kick was wide as the game ended 27-6.

Sinatro had, by far, his most productive game of the season. He ran 16 times for 168 yards including three touchdowns. Sal Gioello carried six times for 46 yards while John Brady had five while Paul Carroll and John Brady had four unassisted tackles apiece.

As mentioned before, the Friars came out strong in the first half and held the Rams scoreless in the first period. The score remained 0-0 at halftime. PC’s defense to keep the score down.

The defense once again came up with a sparkling performance. Interceptions were made by Ted Fitzgerald, Richie Kless, and Andy Buffalino. Frank Mc Morrow had six unassisted tackles. John Geary had five while Paul Carroll and John Brady had four unassisted tackles apiece.

The final score of the afternoon with his initial attempt. PC 2 - Bryant 0.

Kevin "rlaverty and Mike Sufiete scored another in the second stanza and with just the game. The Hawks will enter the University of Hartford Wildcats at Pierce Field, East Providence. Hartford kept pace with the Friars by besting Assumption 9-0 on field goal with only five seconds remaining in the game. The Hawks, like the Friars, will bring a spotlight 4-4 Colonial division record into the game with them.

The winner of the game will undoubtedly win the Colonial Division title and earn the right to play Marist College for the Colonial Title Football Providence vs. Hartford Pierce Field East Providence Friday 8:10 p.m.

Frier quarterback, Brian Carey sets the “Providence Steamrollers” on route to a “one way” victory over Eastern Collegiate Club Football Conference title on November 16th, at Marist. Marist you will remember has given the Friars quite a rough time, beating them for two consecutive years in a row. With the division title up for grabs it would be nice to have a big turnout for the game that virtually

means the entire season for the club football team

SCORING SUMMARY

Province 0 14 7 6 27
St. Michael’s 0 0 0 8 8

Province - Sinatro 3 yd run (Joy kick)
Province - Sinatro 8 yd pass from Carey (Joy kick)
Province - Gioello 20 yd run (Joy kick)
St. Michael’s - Hayes 26 yd pass from Galli, (Laparte run)
Province - Sinatro 72 yd run (Joy kick)

Frier sophomore Emilio Mazzola took on control of midfield action as the Friar sophomore Emilio Mazzola took on control of midfield action as the goal area. Mike Madden, the net minder that he is, unwerved Bryant forward Ngoio with a congratulatory note and his shot rode over the net and long gone at the 24 minute mark. The trick worked, and PC was still uncorked on for the afternoon. The remainder of the period went by quickly as the Friars were working the ball in Bryant’s end most of the time, with Emilio Mazzola quarterbacking the team.

In the second half, Bryant had gotten settled in their style of play, and the game became a wide-open passing affair. Madden was called upon twice to make superior stops on hard shots by Bryant, and was equal to the task. With 20 minutes left in the game. Pete Shell had the chances of his life to score a penalty shot, but his shot was off the mark and was saved by the Bryant netkeeper.

Bob Montogmery closed out the scoring of the afternoon with his shot coming at 36:20. Bob scored as a result of Bryant goalie Catto mishandling the ball in the crease. He assisted on the play for Kevin Haverty and Mike Sufiete. The game ended with PC taking the shut-out by a score of 3-0.

The Friar starters last home game and final game of the season is on Friday, November 10 at Hendriksen, against Fordham Univ.